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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 
 

My experience in the nonprofit sector and with the vagaries of book publishing 
has taught me that change occurs so quickly that flexibility is not only a strength, but a 
fundamental philosophy.  Being adaptable allows me to easily alter or combine teaching 
styles based on the preferences and needs of learners to maximize outcomes (learner-
centered education).  Flexibility also directly relates to creativity and productivity.  
Manuscripts flourish by trusting one’s skills as a writer to explore uncharted paths, not by 
following a plot outline.  Budgets are “living documents” that are constantly reviewed 
and revised.  Marketing strategies differ from book to book given any targeted audience.  
Engaging in the art of writing or the art of teaching with an immutable rulebook, let alone 
one of those “How to Write Your Novel” guides, stifles the process and can thwart efforts 
to achieve full effectiveness in the classroom.  

One of the first things I do at the start of each semester is the first step taken as 
part of any marketing strategy: I get to know my audience.  In fact, I distribute a “first 
day survey” to assess each new class.  The survey allows me to make personal and 
pedagogical connections to my students while suggesting what learning styles might be 
best for this particular class’s make-up: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, interpersonal, or 
intrapersonal (usually, a combination of these). The survey also captures information in 
regard to prior knowledge and learning priorities.  In most classes, I employ a variety of 
teaching methods, but with younger audiences, I depend much more on visual tools like 
diagrams, charts, illustrations, and You Tube videos.  For example, I could explain the 
difference between offset printing and digital printing and how the evolution of 
technology has radically changed the publishing model; instead, I show a film from the 
1950s that demonstrates the complex manufacturing process (and the dozens of people it 
employs) followed by a video of an Espresso book machine making a book in 30 seconds 
with the push of one button.  Students are not only shocked by the contrast, these images 
strongly convey the socio-economic ramifications of skilled workers made redundant. 

When I taught freshmen for the first time, I radically changed my strategy after 
eight sessions of boring the students to death—I was teaching a course on literature and 
technology but employing “analog” teaching strategies.  I turned to technology and 
assigned readings from pertinent blogs, developed “cooler” PowerPoint presentations, 
and made examples using terms and conditions with which they might be more familiar.  
For some classes, team-building and other kinesthetic strategies designed to deliver a 
tangible end-product proved more fruitful in combination with lectures. 

In addition to flexibility as a core component to my teaching philosophy, I believe 
experiential learning is crucial.  Such learning opportunities might involve visits to 
bookstores to analyze how they are designed or trips to printing presses to better 
appreciate how books are made.  If venturing out is not feasible, I supplement lectures 
with guests who drill deeper into craft or a professional facet of the writing life such as 
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marketing.  I build upon my experience curating public lecture series to create courses for 
graduate students featuring lawyers, creative directors, copy writers, best-selling authors, 
book artists, actors, and a variety of professionals who impart vital first-hand knowledge 
to burgeoning writers.  I will divide classes into teams to develop mock book projects that 
they need to pitch as being viable based on editorial content, design specifications, and 
marketability.  Perhaps we will critique a book’s artwork and typography to break down 
what makes for effective book design, or review a book’s trailer to analyze whether it is 
an effective marketing tool.  When technology allows, I have often had students design 
book covers and trailers so that they can learn primarily from the experience and 
secondarily from the critique.  My philosophy also incorporates personal attention when 
subject matter and class size facilitates it.  From years of providing constructive criticism 
to poets, novelists, and creative nonfiction writers, I enjoy fielding student questions and 
together trying to find solutions that fit that particular writer’s circumstances. 

A teacher’s strategy will change depending on course level, pre-requisites, and 
topic, and whether the setting is a lecture hall or small workshop.  I strive to keep the 
classroom environment casual and conversational to foster more dialogue from and 
between students.  I call on my own presentation skills, far from theatrical but at times 
“animated” if necessary, to enliven a lecture.  One could argue whether, these days, a 
teacher’s goal is to educate or entertain.  I argue that by using doses of the latter a teacher 
can achieve the former.  If one believes in data that suggest students retain 80% of what 
they hear in a class’s first 10 minutes, and progressively less as the class wears on, then 
such techniques are required to sustain attention through 75 minutes.  Breaking lectures 
up with exercises, reading examples that illustrate points made in lecture, turning to other 
media to further conversation, stimulating students to talk to one another, and similar 
techniques contribute to education via entertainment.  

Technology also forms a platform of my teaching philosophy, especially since 
technology has historically made such an impact on writing, publishing, and reading.  
Students today are digital natives and technology has changed writing in college.  In his 
“Uncreative Writing” course at the University of Pennsylvania, poet Kenneth Goldsmith 
encourages plagiarism, even appropriating text from the Internet, to help students 
understand how to rally against ways we have culturally construed the idea of creativity, 
as well as to demonstrate the inherent difficulty of championing a piece of writing that is 
not wholly one’s own.  (I am currently exploring notions of authorship, originality, and 
technology with a multi-week group writing exercise in a freshmen English class.)   

Lastly, my teaching philosophy allows me to be taught.  I have some pretty tightly 
held opinions about what is “right” about publishing or “good” about literature, but I am 
no sage-on-the-stage. At this point, my engagement with literature is informed more from 
a life-long passion for reading, career-long exposure to publishing, and side-line forays 
into freelance writing than it is from formal study of fiction and poetry.  Recently, 
however, the muscles of theory and analysis have been bulked up by critical exercises 
and toned in academic gymnasiums.  I think this sort of development helps create an 
“amateur” approach to literature, in Stephanie Foote’s sense of the word, meaning a more 
“pedestrian pedagogy” that seeks to escape the distancing effect of mastery over a text 
from more ordinary reading practices, which in turn maintains a certain openness to the 
text upon returning to it again and again (“Amateur Hour: Beginning in the Lecture 
Hall.” Pedagogy, Volume 10, Number  3 (2010), 457-470). 
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I would emphasize the key points of my teaching philosophy as a dynamic 
learner-centric approach, but within parameters to maintain basic course structure, heavy 
on experiential learning including the use of technology, rife with collaboration in its 
many forms, and an underlying current of flexibility or a willingness to (at times) divert 
from the syllabus down an uncharted path in order to arrive at the goals of art and 
education. 


